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By James Heller
Web Editor and Content Writer
Tarzana Treatment Centers

Starting or jump-starting an online 
marketing strategy can raise many 
questions.  The first of which are 
“Where do we start?” and “How 
should we go about attaining our 
goals?”  

Tarzana Treatment Centers in Los 
Angeles has seen great success with 
our online efforts, and we would like 
to share our story in the hope that it 
may help.  Our Unique Visitors in-
creased from 6,726 in August, 2008 
to 9,214 in August, 2011.  That is 
a 37% increase of individuals who 
see our site every month, plus or mi-
nus a few percent depending on the 
month.

That increase is largely based in 
organic, non-paid, search visitors 
(up 134%) and non-paid referral 
sites (up 63%).  At the same time, 
we’ve decreased our Cost per Click 
(CPC) advertising (down 30%).  If 
these numbers are attractive to you, 
please read on.

Google AdWords and MSN (now 
Bing) Advertising was working 
well for us by August, 2008, and 
accounted for most of our search 

traffic.  But using paid advertis-
ing would only result in the same 
amount of visitors every month, 
plus or minus a couple of hundred, 
based on how much we spent.  We 
knew that we would need to attract 
organic search numbers in order to 
increase our visitor levels.  For that, 
we would need someone whose du-
ties would focus on a goal of Search 
Engine Optimization (SEO).

This writer was a counselor in an 
inpatient unit at the time, and had 
started a volunteer apprenticeship 
with the IT department.  My past 
experience with SEO and AdWords 
made for a good fit with the orga-
nization’s new position.  Being 
knowledgeable about substance 
abuse and our services, along with a 
passion for technology and writing, 
proved very useful in this endeavor.

Our first goal was to significantly 
increase the amount of content on 
the Tarzana Treatment Centers web-
site at www.tarzanatc.org, along 
with optimizing existing content.  
We made it a strict policy that we 
would never use tricks to increase 
our search rank.  We studied what 
works, primarily with Google, and 
followed their guidelines.  We were 
willing to take the time to maintain 

stable rankings in the long run.

Every bit of content was relevant to 
our services and linked to content 
that was also relevant to the page.  
Once we got started, following a 
few simple rules, creating the right 
content became routine.  Our con-
tent was improving, we were mov-
ing up on Google results, and, best 
of all, our visitor levels were steadi-
ly increasing.

Constantly adding that content to the 
website, page by page, was proving 
to be a daunting task.  Every new 
page had to be approved and then 
sent to our offsite programmer to 
upload per instructions.  We chose 
to install blog software on the site 
so posts could be added as soon as 
they were approved.  Over the fol-
lowing year we posted more than 
200 articles, most of them from one 
writer.

Some of our articles were written by 
Program Directors using assigned 
topics.  The specialized information 
in the content was then edited for 
SEO.  This bumped up our ranking 
for some high-value and relevant 
keywords.  It wasn’t that so many 
visitors, or even Google, were read-
ing the content.  It was just that it 
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was there and had the right content.

It is not necessary to be in a hurry 
to reach the top 10 results for most 
keyword combinations.  Using our 
methods, we saw gradual increases 
in visitor levels and steady improve-
ments in search results.  Had we 
taken any shortcuts, we would prob-
ably have paid the price through 
Google penalties.  That just looks 
bad.

Our Facebook page and Twitter ac-
count are the two outlets of focus for 
us now.  The Social Media Commit-
tee discusses trends and brainstorms 
for creative ideas.  Two items are 
posted every day via Facebook or 
Twitter, and posts are automatically 
sent from one to the other.  There is 
always something happening with 

TTC on these two outlets.

It’s easier to increase exposure in 
the social medium because we can 
use more tools to do so.  We sent 
emails to staff asking them to Like 
and Follow us, and then held a raffle 
where they would get an entry each 
time they Like or Shared our posts.  
The results were so positive that we 
now run the raffle every two weeks.  
Impressions of our posts are avail-
able for more people to see every 
week due to the activity on them.

More plans are slated for the next 
year which we’ll keep to ourselves.  
We wanted to share our experience 
to date for organizations that are 
just starting with online marketing.  
Our best recommendation is to stay 
on the road and never use big short-

cuts.  You will benefit more in the 
long run, which should be a priority 
with online marketing efforts.

James Heller is the Web Editor and 
Content Writer for Tarzana Treat-
ment Centers, Inc., and now man-
ages social media activities for the 
organization.  He has a successful 
background in sales and market-
ing, and has maintained a 20 year 
avocation in web development and 
online communication.  He spent 
4 years studying, interning, and 
counseling in chemical dependency 
treatment.  James has a love for col-
lege parliamentary-style debate, 
in which he has earned California 
State and national awards in com-
petition and as a coach.


